How Frenchman's ALL-PURPOSE SKIN BLEACH FORMULA ACTS

WHITENED MY SKIN

My skin was too dark. It was muddy, drab and I was sure bleached all the time. It made me sick. It cut in my company. Here and there a people suddenly marred my looks. How glad I was to try FAN TAN Bleach Cream with the 200 Purposes Bleach Cream. How much to my joy! I saw was around the face! I saw FAN TAN Bleach Cream fixed me up all at once, and all the old tagged. You can get FAN TAN at any drug store.

CLEARED MY SKIN

I had a pimple, muddy, ugly looking complexion. My skin was dark and drab. I was almost ashamed to go out to parties or visit friends. I looked so bad. What a happy day it was when I found FAN TAN Bleach Cream. What a wonderful formula it is! I'm proud of my new skin beauty, thanks to FAN TAN. I can go to parties without feeling like I'm the last to be tagged. You can get FAN TAN at any drug store, if you want to look your best.

SOFTENED MY SKIN

My skin was so hard, harsh and oily. It looked rough and ugly. To face powder, me was not as any good. But, when I had used FAN TAN Bleach Cream for 2 days, according to the easy directions. I found the more outer skin was gone and tanned, I use in my mirror a soft, smooth, even complexion that made up with rosy and powder just fine. Hurry for FAN TAN Bleach Cream. It is the key: all-purpose bleaching cream I know of.

It Costs A Few Cents More But Guaranteed Worth M-c-e

When your skin beauty is at stake, deserve of cheap "peachy" gentry cream. Use only the best if you want to really-white, lighter, brightest your skin. If you want to soften the skin and clear away rancidly surface impurities and bluntsness. Use FAN TAN Bleach Cream. It makes just a few points more and it is guaranteed to satisfy you than any cream you have ever used or your money back the deal.

All good drug stores have FAN TAN Bleach Cream. Get it today tonight. Simply spread it on, it works while you sleep.

INSIST ON THE GENUINE

FAN TAN

THE GENTENATIONAL BLEACH CREAM THAT WORKS WHILE YOU SLEEP FREE

IN EVERY BOTTLE OF BLEACH CREAM THEY SELL IN

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.

Baltimore, Md.

ON CREDIT OR CASH

FOR A GOOD CAUSE

HUNTER HOSPITAL

Baltimore, Md.